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Footnote & Web Citation  

 
FOOTNOTE: 

Put this footnote after word “immoral” in last line of third paragraph. 

Meaning: against the ideas of right and wrong held by most people. 

 

CITATION: 
You can use the Word Citations sidebar or a citation formatter site like mybib.com/ or write 
it in by hand… 

 
The citations go on a new page at the end of the document labeled “Works Cited.”  

Use the paint formatter to set the label and citation formats to match the rest of the 
document. Use the correct order, case and punctuation for each citation, citations use 
hanging indents. 
 
Put the reference to this citation at end of the fourth sentence of the second paragraph: you 
will type, (AuthorLastName) or (SiteDomainName)—like (youtube.com).  

 
REMEMBER: the format for a general web citation is… 

Editor, author, or compiler (if available). “Web Page Title.” Name of Site. 
Name of institution/organization affiliated with the site (sponsor or 
publisher), Creation Date (if available), URL. Accessed Date of access 

You can use the Word Citations sidebar or a citation formatter site like mybib.com/ or 
write it in by hand… 
 

Here is the web page to find the information for the citation… 
https://www.biography.com/activist/malcolm-x 
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The Life of Malcolm X; PART VI 
Book & Journal Citation 
 

CITATIONS: 
You can use the Word Citations sidebar or a citation formatter site like mybib.com/ or write 
it in by hand… 

 
The citations go on a new page at the end of the document labeled “Works Cited.”  

Use the paint formatter to set the label and citation formats to match the rest of the 
document. Use the correct order, case and punctuation for each citation, citations use 
hanging indents. 

 
1. Put the reference to this citation at end of second paragraph: you will type, 

(AuthorLastName).  

 

REMEMBER: the format for a general book citation is… 

Lastname, Firstname. Title of Book. City of Publication: Publisher, 
Year of Publication, pages. 

Here is the title page of the book…0-88268-103-6 
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2. Put the reference to this citation at end of the third paragraph. Reference page 51: you will
type, (AuthorLastName, Pages).

REMEMBER: the format for a general periodical citation is… 

Author(s). "Title of Article." Title of Periodical, Edition, Number, 
Publisher, Location, Publication Day Month Year, pages. 

Here is the information for the magazine citation (hint: use the DOI in your 
MyBib search)… 

Periodical: Journal of African American Studies 

Author: Judson L. Jeffries 

Article Title: A Witness to Malcolm X’s Assassination: a Conversation with Roland Sheppard 

Pages: 499-505 

Date: July 29, 2020 

DOI: 10.1007/s12111-020-09481-8 


